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Dr. Jackson described the process undertaken to date to move our substantive 
change proposal forward.  At this point, we need a review and feedback from the 
committee.  Dr. Jackson will forward an electronic copy to all members and guests.  
Please forward recommended changes, additions, corrections, etc. to Dr. Jackson by 
October 1.  He will incorporate changes into a new draft to be disseminated further.
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Part of the requirements for both accreditation and for substantive change include a 
plan for online programs.  Dr. Jackson has created a template for us to begin the work 
required for this plan to be developed.  It includes planning principles which affirm the 
college mission, etc. and five primary sections.  Each section includes benchmarks, 
objectives and dates.  The committee will take this up in greater detail at our next 
meeting as we begin to populate the plan with our own activities.
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In an effort to align terminology used at SBVC with that used by the state and by ACCJC, 
Dr. Jack Jackson moved that the Online Programs Committee stipulate that “regular 
effective contact” is functionally equivalent to “regular substantive interaction”.  The 
motion was seconded by Kim Jefferson.  The motion passed by a unanimous vote of the 
committee.
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In an effort to align terminology used at SBVC and throughout the SBCCD with that used 
by both the state and ACCJC, Dr. Jack Jackson moved that the online programs 
committee stipulate that the definitions of distance education and distributed education 
as presented (see attached) are functionally equivalent.  The motion was seconded by 
Michael Torrez.  The motion passed by unanimous vote of the committee
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The committee has talked frequently about efforts to ensure quality in online classes.  It is in the 
best interest of the college to document the efforts towards this end.  Therefor, the committee 
will be reviewing three areas of quality control, to include preparation, (are faculty prepared to 
teach online?  How de we know this?) policy (what policies are in place to ensure that online 
offerings are conducted in accordance with district standards? How are authentication issues 
addressed?) and delivery (are online course offerings being delivered with expected quality?)  
The committee will explore this process this year.
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Kay and Jack will work with James Smith (campus research) to include elements of 
satisfaction, awareness, perceptions, etc. of online education in the campus climate survey.  
Sample questions will be brought back to the committee.  Michael Torrez offered to use his 
class to beta test the questions.
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